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THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF A CERTAIN QUADRATIC CONGRUENCE RELATED TO THE CLASS NUMBER OF Q(Jp)
Abstract. Let p be an odd prime, and let k be a positive integer with / < k < (p -l)/2 ■ In this note we give a formula for the number of solutions {x\, ... , xk) of the congruence x\ H-+ x^ = 0 (modp), 1 < X\ < • ■ ■ < xk<(p-\)/2.
Let p be an odd prime, and let h, e (> 1) denote the class number and the fundamental unit of the real quadratic field Q(y/p), respectively. Let k be a positive integer with 1 < k < (p -l)/2, and let N^ denote the number of solutions (*i,..., J:*) of the congruence x\ + ---+ xl = Q (modp), 1 <x\ < ■■■ <xk < ^-.
Agoh [1] proved that if p = 1 (mod 4), then (1) and (2), we get Ai= -1,
and by (3), we obtain
which agrees with Sun's evaluation. According to the theorem, we can determine Nk (fc = l,...,(p-l)/2)ina recursive manner so h can be computed algorithmically by means of Agoh's formula.
Proof of the Theorem. Let J?, JV be the sets of quadratic residues and nonresidues mod/7, respectively, and let j£k, jVk be the sets of all subsets of J?, jy with k elements, respectively. Let C be a pth primitive root of unity, and let [ bk , if r e yT, 2
Recalling that akr > 0, we have 
